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Foreword
Psychoanalysis and sociology took shape about the same time. Both
were influenced by an extraordinary late nineteenth and early twentieth century combination of intellectual ferment and consolidation of
disciplines as well as by the Enlightenment and Romanticism, moral
philosophy and modern science, German idealism, and much more
materialistic thought. Both understood themselves as transforming
previous intellectual approaches through systematic empirical inquiry.
Surely, there were also differences. Sociology developed from roots
in social movements and broad, largely extra-academic intellectual
currents like the intersection of evolutionary thought and progressive
reform. It moved into universities during the 1890s and gained relative
stability as a discipline alongside others in social science. Psychoanalysis
developed in quasi-academic medical circles, with roots in a long history of clinics and hospitals for the insane as well as private treatment.
But it remained mostly outside universities, maintaining its separate
training and intellectual circles in autonomous institutes even after the
rest of medical education was absorbed more fully into universities.
Psychoanalysis had a more individual and temporally compact origin
in the work of Freud and the intellectual milieu of fin-de-siècle Vienna.
Sociologists should be careful, though, not to exaggerate the myth of
heroic individual invention. From Charcot and Bleuler through the
range of participants in early psychoanalysis who fell outside efforts to
maintain orthodoxy—Adler, Jung, and Reich—we should recognize the
contributions of the wider range of thinkers, researchers, and therapists.
This is not simply a matter of fairness but of grasping that powerful as
was the heritage of Freud, psychoanalysis had many innovators and
very quickly established roots in different settings.
Sociology had no singular inventor even if Comte coined the word.
Arguably the main traditions were German, French, and American, with
heroic founder figures in Weber, Durkheim, and the Chicago School.
But within each national school, variations and arguments were and
have remained as sharp as in psychoanalysis: Tarde against Durkheim
in France; the conventional sociology of the German Sociological
Association against Weber’s call for value-neutrality in Germany; and
Parsonian functionalism against the Chicago School in the US. And
cutting across these was the Marxist tradition that influenced a variety
ix
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of schools of sociological thought, not all explicitly Marxist though.
Indeed, psychoanalysis and sociology were both shaped by tensions
between engagement in social change and sometimes movements and
projects of establishing scientific autonomy.
Most dramatically, psychoanalysis pursued the depths of individual
personality and character. Sociology commonly set itself against individualism and indeed against psychology. The contrast is real, and it is
one of the reasons why the present volume is a useful effort in building bridges. But of course the disjuncture should not be overstated.
Psychoanalysis examined social relations, especially in the family, as
sources of individual psychology, and Freud and others extended psychoanalytic thinking to explore broad social questions. Sociology contributed to interdisciplinary social psychology and, in a few cases, tried
to understand individuals not just oppose individualism. There have
also been advocates for methodological individualism but this is not a
matter of following leads from psychoanalysis.
Most methodological individualism in fact takes individuals to be
rather simple and unitary, decision-making bundles of interests and
preferences. The theorists in question do not necessarily say individuals
are quite so simple. Rather, some acknowledge that simplifying assumptions are merely required to make the models work. But the issue is an
important one for sociology more generally, well beyond methodological individualism. In its repeated efforts to demonstrate the power and
quasi-autonomy of the social, sociology risks neglecting the complexity
of individuals. This can take the form of what Dennis Wrong called,
in the era of functionalism, an “oversocialized concept of man.” It can
take the form of imagining that individual action is shaped by consistent interests rather than contradictory desires. It can take the form of
forgetting that nodes in seemingly stable networks are in fact highly
volatile shapers of relationships.
Psychoanalysis offers sociology one path for grasping the interior space
and complexity of individuals. This is partly a matter of attending to
exceptionally influential and intense social life that helps to shape individual persons in families and other close relationships. Psychoanalysis
is not only an exploration of individual sources—of a purely interior
life. It addresses the interaction of the internal and external in experience, affect, memory, and learning. Psychoanalytic approaches vary in
their attention to the social shaping of the person—and some emphasize innate predispositions and the very earliest experiences more than
others. Still ego-analysis, object-relations, and the interpersonal analysis
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of Harry Stack Sullivan and Karen Horney are centrally focused on social
persons; for all its differences, Lacanian approaches also stress a self
forged in relation to an external world of symbols and language as well
as experience—that is, a self that is not purely innate.
Still, for most of the psychoanalysts, the social world is rather simpler than for sociologists. That psychoanalytic research is so tied to
individual depth-psychological therapy is one reason. Even if external
sources are identified, the focus remains on intra-psychic phenomena.
Psychoanalysis explores the family in enormous detail though largely
through emotionally charged (or repressed) memory rather than other
sorts of evidence. But society beyond the family tends to appear somewhat schematically. There is often a leap from the microsocial to culture at large. Even the important theme of how families, and thus the
experience and formation of persons, are shaped by class, community,
or cross-cultural variation is commonly in the background of attention.
The very historical and social specificity of the notion of individual is
at best unevenly taken up.
Nonetheless, if the emphases of sociology and psychoanalysis seem
poles apart, fruitful connections and integrations have occurred. Early
analytic approaches to “character” shaped a whole field of research on
personality and socialization that grew in an era when social psychology was a stronger bridge between the disciplines of sociology and
psychology than at present. This bridging produced work that not only
influenced each academic field but fed back into psychoanalytic thinking. The same can be said about work on culture and personality though
anthropologists were more at the center than sociologists. Studies of
small groups were another area of strong and fruitful interaction, though
again somewhat faded from the center of sociological attention today.
Some of this work was linked to London’s Tavistock Institute that became
a center not only for the object-relations approach to psychoanalysis
but for new and partially analytically inspired approaches to bureaucracy and organizations from Elliot Jacques to Eric Miller and A.K. Rice.
Critical theorists drew not only on psychoanalysis but also contributed
studies like The Authoritarian Personality. Talcott Parsons published in
Psychiatry, the journal of the William Alonson White Institute that was
at the center of the “interpersonal” movement in psychoanalysis. The
influence of Lacan on poststructuralism was enormous. And feminist
theory became a central zone where psychoanalysis and sociology influenced each other and new thought influenced both in diverse perspectives from Luce Irigaray to Nancy Chodorow to Juliet Mitchell.
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Still, as the editors of the present book suggest, there is something
of an unfulfilled promise in the relationship—a much greater potential than actually realized one. The book brings together accounts of
the relationship, each finding a different balance among past success
and underexplored possibilities. It also contains helpful discussions of
directions the relationship might take now—in life-history research,
for example, or the study of violence. It explores topics that demand
attention to both social and personal levels of complexity from social
movements to race and racism and the affective issues of immigration
politics. It is appropriate and helpful that chapters explore their authors’
personal experience of engaging in both sociology and psychoanalysis.
This is all the more interesting where contributors are both sociologists
and analysts (since, to paraphrase Gardner Lindzey, some of the best
interdisciplinary relationships are formed in individual minds). But, of
course, Lindzey also encouraged interdisciplinary teams and collaborations, and it would be nice to see more of each.
Some of the authors in this book are more optimistic about future
relations between psychoanalysis and sociology than others; some see
a renewal underway. If this is so, it may be ironically because psychoanalysis has moved more into universities (often into humanities fields)
at the same time that it has seen its influence in psychiatry and psychotherapy decline in much of the world. To be really optimistic perhaps
we should look to settings like Argentina where psychoanalysis has not
only thrived but became woven into the very fabric of public life and
culture as did both social science and psychiatry. But as this volume
makes clear, we can also look to some impressive historical precedents,
and some very interesting contemporary examples. Psychoanalysis and
sociology made sharply distinct claims on the modern sensibility but
they take up common interests nevertheless, offering each other sources
of new insight and inspiration.
Craig Calhoun
Professor, London School of Economics

Preface
This volume explores the marginalization of psychoanalytic thinking in
contemporary sociology, a problem well known but badly understood
and deeply incongruous. Sigmund Freud was one of the most original
and compelling social thinkers of the twentieth century. He opened
up the emotional dynamics and cultural strains of modern life as brilliantly as Max Weber, explored symbolism and solidarity as ingeniously
as Emile Durkheim, and in his capacity for conceptual elaboration and
theoretical complexity surpassed them. No modern social thinker has
created theory at once as systematic or as dynamic as Freud.
For contemporary sociology to have marginalized such work of
genius, not to mention the century of psychoanalytic theorizing that
followed in its wake, represents a grievous mistake. Some essays in this
volume represent felicitous efforts at remediation. Others provide explanations of why this intellectual impoverishment has occurred.
Sociology understands itself as an aggregative science, moving downward from collective social fact to individual explanation. Psychoanalysis
is disaggregating, moving upward from individual motives to collective
action. Efforts from either tradition to gain access to the fruits of the
other have often been reductive, sociologists awkwardly professing to
explain individual motives via social structures, psychoanalysts interpreting social forces via individual emotions and drives.
To provide conceptual integration across this great divide would
require a second Freud or another Weber, following up on the pioneering initial steps Parsons took half a century ago. The best efforts to cross
the chasm, exemplified in many of the following contributions, have
built bridges in more modest and piecemeal ways. Placing this part of
the psychoanalytic edifice with that piece of sociological architecture,
many deeply original and counter-intuitive sociological insights have
emerged. Eric Fromm, Theodor Adorno, Eric Erickson, Neil Smelser, and
Nancy Chodorow (and Parsons in his empirical model)—each of these
psychoanalytic-cum-sociological thinkers produced problem-oriented
investigations and theories that proved highly persuasive to contemporary colleagues.
Such brilliant chasm crossings have been the exception not the rule.
The reason is that sociologists have tended to conflate supra-individual,
collective patterning with objective and impersonal social force. To
xiii
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correct this mistake, sociology needs to recognize not only the social in
the individual but the individual in the social. Patterns and structures
can be collective, deeply emotional, and subjectively meaningful all at
the same time.
Culture is patterned emotion. Emotion is culture experienced.
Sociology examines emotions writ large. Psychoanalysis studies societies
writ small. If the social is subjective, then a meaning-centered sociologist must learn to speak with the listening voice of the psychoanalyst,
to employ the same hermeneutic method of deep interpretation, and
to read structures of social feeling as imaginatively as psychotherapists
read individual-feeling texts.
Jeffrey C. Alexander
Professor, Yale University
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For, when all is said and done, the purpose of this volume—and
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